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Roshel is one of the largest manufacturers of smart armored vehicles for commercial and 
government organizations in North America. Roshel has built a proven track record and past 

performance in manufacturing and supplying secured transportation and special purpose 
armored vehicles to government and commercial organizations across North America.

Modular solution for your operational needs
Roshel emergency response vehicles provide an unmatched 
level of protection and durability, supporting first 
responders in accomplishing their missions. 

Our line of bulletproof vehicles consists of multi-purpose 
emergency response units designed to securely operate in 
various environmental conditions by utilizing industry-
leading components such as heavy-duty brakes, run-flat 
devices, and upgraded suspension.The First Smart Armored 

Vehicle in the World



Defence and Law Enforcement VehiclesProtection Levels
All utilized materials have been 
tested by internationally recognized 
North American and European 
laboratories to meet ballistic 
protection standards.
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Level IV

Senator APC 
(Armored Personnel Carrier)

The Senator APC is a Roshel’s flagship model which 
has been specifically designed for law enforcement  
and border patrol operations.   

It is a multi-purpose highly customizable modular 
platform capable of serving various scenarios 
and applications.

Senator ERV 
(Emergency Response Vehicle)

The Roshel’s primary ERV has been specifically 
designed to provide emergency response and rescue 
services.   

This modular platform ensures that first responders 
are protected and equipped with everything required 
to get their job done safely and efficiently.  

Police Vehicles 
(Discreet Protection)

Roshel police armored vehicles provide protection for 
government entities and federal agencies throughout 
Canada and the United States.

With a wide range of makes and models Roshel is 
able to offer truly custom approach to its clients. 

Armored Vans 
(Tactical law Enforcement Vehicles)
Roshel offers armored tactical vans and buses 
providing secure transportation for governmental 
entities and law enforcement agencies.

Our armored vans are based on popular models 
and designed in a way that their advanced ballistic 
technology remains visually unidentified from 
OEM models.

Portable Guard Booths 
(Secured Gatehouses)
Roshel designs and builds a wide range of 
armored portable gatehouses, secured mobile 
guard booths and check points.  
By utilizing advanced ballistic materials and 
components we provide uncompromised level 
of protection while providing comfort working 
environment to the officers. 

Trusted and Reliable.

.22 LRHV Lead

.38 Special RN Lead

.357 Magnum JSP
9mm FMJ

.357 Magnum JSP
9mm FMJ

.44 Magnum SWC
9mm FMJ

7.62mm .308 
Winchester FMJ

30-60 AP


